Can You Unlock the Puzzle?

Enter the wonderfully puzzling world of Mindbender Mansion,
The Discovery’s new exhibit opening Feb. 3

Reno, Nev. (Jan. 16, 2019) – Enter the wonderfully puzzling world of Mindbender Mansion, an eclectic exhibition full of brainteasers and interactive challenges guaranteed to test the brain power and problem-solving skills of even the most experienced puzzlers. Mindbender Mansion opens at the Terry Lee Wells Nevada Discovery Museum (The Discovery) on Sunday, Feb. 3.

“Mindbender Mansion features a series of Victorian-themed rooms filled with dozens of puzzles and challenges that get your body moving and your brain working,” said Patrick Turner, VP of Marketing & Communications. “The activities ignite a combination of mental keenness, playful curiosity and teamwork.”

Adults, families, and children alike will enjoy exercising their minds as they try to master each of the 40 individual brainteasers and the four group activities in this fun, unconventional mansion.

Group activities that require assistance from fellow mansion guests include manipulating a tilt table, keeping up with a conveyor belt, and maneuvering a “spaceship,” just to name a few.

Visitors to this fun and quirky mansion are invited to join the Mindbender Society by gathering hidden clues and secret passwords scattered throughout the various thematic rooms of the house. The clues and passwords are revealed by solving select brainteasers and group challenges.

Major support for Mindbender Mansion provided by the Charles N. Mathewson CLAT Number One, Ranson and Norma Webster Foundation at the Community Foundation of Western Nevada, Anonymous, The Clarence & Martha Jones Family Foundation, K&K Grimm Fund at the Community Foundation of Western Nevada, Charlie and Margaret Burbank, Fong & JP Menante, FOX 11 | KRNV News 4 and Foundry.

Mindbender Mansion will be on exhibit at The Discovery through mid-December 2019 and is included with museum admission. Visit www.nvdm.org for more information.
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About The Discovery
The Discovery creates interest and engagement in science for all. Through unique, hands-on programs and exhibits, The Discovery creates learning experiences that range from simple curiosity to deep understanding, empowering a community of critical thinkers. The Discovery is a locally founded nonprofit 501(c)3 organization. To learn more about The Discovery and how you can help support the museum’s mission, visit www.nvdm.org.